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	Part: AN6650
	Maker: 
	Pack: DIP8
	Stock: 6928
	Unit price 
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	1000: 
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			 Related Part Number
	
					PART	Description	Maker
	NE56610 NE56610-42GW NE56610-45GW NE56612-45GW NE5	Family of devices designed to generate a reset signal for a variety of microprocessor and logic systems 家庭旨在生成一个微处理器和逻辑的各种复位信号系统设
Family of devices designed to generate a reset signal for a variety of microprocessor and logic systems 1-CHANNEL POWER SUPPLY SUPPORT CKT, PDSO5
	NXP Semiconductors N.V.
PHILIPS[Philips Semiconductors]

	TAN-16 	How to Generate a 1.544MHz (or 2.048MHz) Clock Signal from an 8kHz Reference Clock
	EXAR[Exar Corporation]

	BU7331EKN 	Generate 3 application clocks
BU73 SERIES, PLL BASED CLOCK DRIVER, 3 TRUE OUTPUT(S), 0 INVERTED OUTPUT(S), QCC20
	Rohm

	HCS365 HCS365T 	KEELOQ Code Hopping Encoder
	Microchip Technology Inc.

	SCS152 SCS152-IW SCS152-IWF SCS152-IS 	KEELOQ Token Card Chip
	Microchip Technology

	HCS200-IP HCS200-P HCS200-SN HCS200 HCS200-ISN 	KEELOQ CODE HOPPING ENCODER
	MICROCHIP[Microchip Technology]

	HCS360 HCS360-IP HCS360-ISN HCS360-P HCS360-SN 401	KEELOQ CODE HOPPING ENCODER
From old datasheet system
	MICROCHIP[Microchip Technology]

	HCS410 HCS412 HCS200 HCS201 HCS300 HCS301 HCS320 H	The HCS410 is a code hopping transponder device designed for secure entry systems. The HCS410 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code hopping system and bi-directional challenge-and-response for logical and physical access control. High se
The HCS412 combines the patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology and bi-directional transponder challenge-and-response security into a single chip solution for logical and physical access control. High security learning mechanisms mak
The HCS200 is a code hopping encoder designed for Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS200 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline and low co
The HCS201 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS201 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline and
The HCS300 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS300 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline and low
The HCS301 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS301 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS320 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS320 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS473 combines the patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology and bi-directional transponder challenge-and-response security into a single chip solution for logical and physical access control. High security learning mechanisms mak
The HSC500 is a code hopping decoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS500 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code-hopping system and high security learning mechanisms to make this a canned solution when used w
The HSC512 is a code hopping decoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS512 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code-hopping system and high security learning mechanisms to make this a canned solution when used w
The HSC515 is a code hopping decoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS515 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code-hopping system and high security learning mechanisms to make this a canned solution when used w
The HCS360 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS360 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS361 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS361 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS362 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS362 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS365 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS365 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS370 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS370 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
	Microchip

	HCS410 HCS41011 	KEELOQ? Code Hopping Encoder and Transponder 2-bit CRC, 2-bit queue
	Microchip Technology

	HCS32011 	KEELOQ? Code Hopping Encoder Automatic code word completion
	Microchip Technology

	HCS201 HCS20111 	KEELOQ? Code Hopping Encoder 34-bit fixed code (28-bit serial number
	Microchip Technology
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